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Experimental and Computational Studies of Criegee Intermediate Reactions with NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$
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Ammonia and amines are emitted into the troposphere by various natural and anthropogenic sources, where they have a significant role in aerosol formation. Here, we explore the significance of their removal by reaction with Criegee intermediates, which are produced in the troposphere by ozonolysis of alkenes. Rate coefficients for the reactions of two representative Criegee intermediates, formaldehyde oxide (CH$_2$OO) and acetone oxide ([CH$_3$)$_2$COO] with NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$ were measured using cavity ring-down spectroscopy. Temperature-dependent rate coefficients, $k$ (CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$) = (3.1 ± 0.5) $\times$ 10$^{-19}$ T $^{3/2}$ exp $[1011 ± 48 / T]$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ and $k$ (CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$) = (5 ± 2) $\times$ 10$^{-19}$ exp $(1384 ± 96 / T)$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ were obtained in the 240 to 320 K range. Both the reactions of CH$_2$OO were found to be independent of pressure in the 10 to 100 Torr (N$_2$) range, and average rate coefficients $k$ (CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$) = (8.4 ± 1.2) $\times$ 10$^{-14}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ and $k$ (CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$) = (5.6 ± 0.4) $\times$ 10$^{-14}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ were deduced at 293 K. An upper limit of 2 $\times$ 10$^{-10}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ was estimated for the rate coefficient of the (CH$_3$)$_2$COO + NH$_2$ reaction. Complementary measurements were performed with mass spectrometry using synchrotron radiation photoionization giving $k$ (CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$) = (4.3 ± 0.5) $\times$ 10$^{-13}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ at 298 K and 4 Torr (He). Photoionization mass spectra indicated production of NH$_3$CH$_2$OOH and CH$_3$N(H)CH$_2$OOH functionalized organic hydroperoxide adducts from CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ and CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$ reactions, respectively. Ab initio calculations performed at the CCSD(T)(F12*)/cc-pVQZ-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 level of theory predicted pre-reactive complex formation, consistent with previous studies. Master equation simulations of the experimental data using the ab initio computed structures identified submerged barrier heights of -1.9 ± 0.1 kJ mol$^{-1}$ and -22.4 ± 0.2 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ and CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$ reactions, respectively. The reactions of NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$ with CH$_2$OO are not expected to compete with its removal by reaction with (H$_2$O)$_2$ in the troposphere. Similarly, losses of NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$ by reaction with Criegee intermediates will be insignificant compared with reactions with OH radicals.

1. Introduction

Carbonyl oxides, or Criegee intermediates as they are commonly known, form during the ozonolysis of alkenes in the atmosphere.$^{1-4}$ These alkene ozonolysis reactions are exothermic and produce Criegee intermediates with a distribution of internal energies, some of which will be unstable to further decomposition. Collisions with the surrounding molecules in air can stabilize energized Criegee intermediates, and these species then undergo thermally activated unimolecular decomposition reactions or bimolecular reactions with H$_2$O, (H$_2$O)$_2$, and trace atmospheric species like SO$_4$, SO$_4$, alcohols and organic/inorganic acids.$^{5-10}$ The unimolecular reaction of the simplest and the most abundant Criegee intermediate, CH$_2$OO, is slow$^{11, 12}$ and the reaction with (H$_2$O)$_2$ is sufficiently fast to be the dominant loss mechanism in the troposphere.$^{13-15}$ Larger Criegee intermediates like (CH$_3$)$_2$COO react slowly with H$_2$O and (H$_2$O)$_2$, and thus are consumed by reaction with trace atmospheric species in the troposphere, or competitive unimolecular loss.$^{16, 19}$ The unimolecular reaction of methyl vinyl ketone oxide, a Criegee intermediate produced from ozonolysis of isoprene, and its reaction with water are thought to be sufficiently slow to sustain a large steady state concentration in equatorial regions.$^{9, 20, 21}$ The reactions of Criegee intermediates with SO$_4$ are fast and produce SO$_4$, which is a precursor for H$_2$SO$_4$ in the atmosphere.$^{9, 11, 16, 17, 22-24}$ Reactions with organic and inorganic acids occur with rate coefficients close to, or above the gas collision limit, and could be significant sinks for these acids in the troposphere.$^{8, 10, 25, 26}$

The functionalized organic hydroperoxide adducts thought to
form from Criegee intermediate reactions with organic acids and alcohols can condense to form secondary organic aerosols.\textsuperscript{8,9,27} Ammonia (NH$_3$) and amines are important trace atmospheric gases, with animal husbandry, nitrogen-fertilizer application, vegetation, ocean, biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion as some of their main sources.\textsuperscript{28} NH$_3$ mixing ratio of up to 6 ppbv and amine mixing ratio of up to 10 pptv have been measured in remote and urban sites.\textsuperscript{29} These compounds contribute to important atmospheric processes including aerosol nucleation and secondary organic aerosol formation.\textsuperscript{28,30,31} The tropospheric concentration of amines is generally lower than that of ammonia by 2-3 orders of magnitude.\textsuperscript{32} However, amines can react with acids to form ammonium salts, leading to aerosol formation 25 to 100 times more effectively than for ammonia.\textsuperscript{33} The sinks of NH$_3$ and amines in the troposphere include oxidation reactions initiated by OH radicals, gas-to-particle conversion, and surface deposition (both wet and dry).\textsuperscript{34} Jørgensen and Gross reported computational investigations of various Criegee intermediate reactions with NH$_3$, and suggested these reactions proceed by formation of a pre-reactive complex.\textsuperscript{35} Schaefer and co-workers recently revisited these reactions, and reported rate coefficients obtained using quantum chemical calculations at a higher level of theory.\textsuperscript{36} Both studies indicate that these reactions are not competitive with other reactions of Criegee intermediates, and may be important only in locations with intensive farming. In the current study, we present the first direct kinetic measurements for the CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$, (CH$_3$)$_2$COO + NH$_3$ and CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$ reactions, and product characterisation for CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ and CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$ reactions. We explore the pressure and temperature dependence of the rates of these reactions, and interpret the outcomes with the aid of master equation modelling of the kinetics using electronic structure calculations of the key species along the reaction pathways.

2. Experimental

2.1. Cavity Ring-down Spectroscopy: The measurements of reaction rate coefficients used cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) to monitor changes in concentration of Criegee intermediates under different chemical and physical conditions. The lasers and the CRDS method used in this work have been described in detail previously.\textsuperscript{11} In short, the 355-nm radiation used to probe Criegee intermediate concentrations by CRDS was generated by frequency doubling the 710-nm fundamental output from a dye laser pumped by the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser. The ring-down signals were detected by a photodiode and digitized using an oscilloscope. The chemistry in the flowing gas mixture was initiated by 355-nm UV pulses from the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser which crossed the probe laser axis at a shallow angle. The time delay between the photolysis and probe lasers was controlled by a digital pulse delay generator. A custom-written LabView virtual instrument was used to vary the time interval between photolysis and probe laser pulses, acquire and fit ring-down decay traces, and subtract background absorption contributions on the fly. The CRD spectrometer was coupled with a temperature and pressure-controlled flow reactor, shown schematically in Figure S1 of Supplementary Information. Further details of the flow reactor were reported previously.\textsuperscript{10} The middle part of the reactor was double jacketed, with the inner jacket containing circulated chiller fluid, and the outer jacket filled with an atmosphere of air for insulation. A Huber Unistat 360 dynamic temperature control system circulated the chiller fluid and controlled its temperature. The temperature range used for kinetic measurements was 240 – 320 K, with a maximum difference between the gas inlet and outlet ports of 2 K. The flow reactor temperature was stabilized for at least 30 minutes before taking measurements. The in-situ production of Criegee intermediates used the method of Taatjes and co-workers of UV photolysis of an alkyl gem-diiodide in the presence of excess O$_2$.\textsuperscript{16,22} The flows of gas samples (N$_2$, O$_2$, alkyl diiodides and co-reactants NH$_3$ or CH$_3$NH$_3$) were regulated using calibrated mass flow controllers. A CH$_3$I (99%) diiodide sample was obtained from Sigma Aldrich, whereas (CH$_3$)$_2$Cl$_2$ was synthesized as described previously.\textsuperscript{16} NH$_3$ (99.96%) and CH$_3$NH$_3$ (> 98%) gas samples were obtained from Argo International and Sigma-Aldrich, respectively. The degassed-diiodide, NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_3$ samples were premixed with N$_2$ in glass bulbs before use.

2.2. Multiplexed Photo-Ionisation Mass Spectrometry: The reactions of carbonyl oxides with amines are predicted to form functionalized organic hydroperoxide association products.\textsuperscript{35,36} If these products absorb the UV wavelength used to probe CH$_2$OO in the CRDS measurements, the kinetics determinations could be adversely affected. Therefore, the reactions of formaldehyde oxide with NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_3$ were also investigated at 298 K and 4 Torr using the Sandia multiplexed photoionization mass spectrometry (MPIMS) instrument interfaced with the tunable VUV-output of the Chemical Dynamics Beamline (9.0.2) at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. This experiment has been described in detail elsewhere,\textsuperscript{17} but is summarized briefly herein. Reagent (CH$_3$I, O$_2$), co-reactant (NH$_3$ or CH$_3$NH$_3$) and bath (He) gases were introduced via a set of calibrated mass flow controllers into a halocarbon wax-coated quartz reactor, held at 4 Torr via a feedback-controlled butterfly valve. The formaldehyde oxide Criegee Intermediate was photolytically generated using a 351-nm excimer laser aligned along the axis of the reactor.\textsuperscript{22} Reactants and products were continuously sampled via a ~0.65 mm diameter orifice in the sidewall of the reactor, by which a molecular beam was generated. The molecular beam was orthogonally intercepted by the VUV ionizing radiation and the resultant ions were detected via orthogonal acceleration time of flight mass spectrometry.

2.3. Electronic Structure Calculations: Reaction pathways and photofragmentation for the various reactants and products were predicted using quantum chemistry calculations. Previous theoretical investigations confirmed that the CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ reaction proceeds via a singlet electronic state with a simple single-reference character and that, at the basis set limit, the
coupled-cluster singles and doubles with perturbative triples (CCSD(T)) method provides a quantitatively accurate potential energy surface with an error range of less than 5 kJ/mol arising from higher-order correlation and non-adiabatic effects. Geometries and harmonic frequencies of the stationary points for the complexation and subsequent reaction of CH$_2$OO with both NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$ were therefore determined with the explicitly correlated CCSD(T)(F12$^*$) method using a cc-pVDZ-F12 basis set. At each of these geometries, CCSD(T)(F12$^*$)/cc-pVQZ-F12 single-point energies were computed. An exponential correlation factor with length-scale 1.0 Å was used, and core electrons were excluded from the correlation treatment. The coupled-cluster calculations were performed using the Molpro program.

The appearance energies for various ionisation processes were computed at B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and CBS-QB3 levels of theory, and were corrected for the zero-point energies of the initial and final states. Adiabatic ionisation energies were calculated taking the energy difference between the optimized cationic and neutral geometries. Fragmentation energies were obtained by taking the energy difference between the optimized transition state for the fragmentation process and the neutral geometries. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations at a transition state for the fragmentation process and the neutral reactions were studied using the open source master equation kinetic evolutions of the CH$_2$OO intermediate, which included both reactive transitions between different chemical species and transitions between the energy grains of a specific species by energy transfer with a system bath. The EGME approach used has been extensively documented previously.

The rigid rotor harmonic oscillator approximation was assumed, using the structures and vibrational frequencies from our electronic structure calculations. The barrier height was adjusted to fit the experimentally measured CH$_2$OO loss rates using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Collisional energy transfer was considered using an exponential-down model. The barrierless association reactions of CH$_2$OO with NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$ were treated using an inverse Laplace transform. In this treatment, a temperature independent capture rate coefficient of 1×10$^{-10}$ molecule$^{-1}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ was used, which is consistent with the type of barrierless association considered. Preliminary calculations demonstrated that for both the reaction systems, the submerged inner transition state is the bottleneck to reaction, and the master equation results were insensitive to variations in the choice of ILT capture rate. Tunnelling was incorporated using an asymmetric Eckart potential parameterised by the imaginary frequency of the transition state (TS).

In all these calculations, the grain size used for the EGME calculations was 10 cm$^{-1}$ and the average energy transfer upon collision (<ΔE$_{\text{down}}$>) parameter was assigned as 200 cm$^{-1}$ for all wells. Initial tests showed the overall master equation rates were relatively insensitive to the energy transfer parameters compared to the barrier heights for the transition states. The MESMER input used in the current work is given in the Supplementary Information.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the outcomes of the experimental determinations of temperature and pressure dependent reaction kinetics are first presented. Reaction pathways are then accounted for using the results of photoionization and mass spectrometry studies, supported by electronic structure calculations of parent and fragment ion appearance energies. Finally, the kinetic data are quantitatively interpreted with the aid of master equation kinetic modelling. Discussion of atmospheric implications is deferred to Section 4.

3.1 Reaction Kinetics: Rate coefficients $k_1$, $k_2$ and $k_3$ were determined for the respective reactions of CH$_2$OO with NH$_3$ and CH$_2$NH$_2$ (R1) and (R2), and (CH$_3)_2$COO with NH$_3$ (R3) using CRDS. The measurements were performed over a temperature range from 240 – 320 K, which is significant for the tropospheric boundary layer, and at pressures from 10 – 100 Torr.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(R1)} & \quad \text{CH}_2\text{OO} + \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \text{Products} \\
\text{(R2)} & \quad \text{CH}_2\text{OO} + \text{CH}_2\text{NH}_2 \rightarrow \text{Products} \\
\text{(R3)} & \quad (\text{CH}_3)_2\text{COO} + \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \text{Products}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1 shows an example plot of the decays of CH$_2$OO absorption, measured as a change in ring-down rate coefficient Δ$k$, in the presence of various concentrations of NH$_3$ at 10 Torr total pressure and 248 K. Excess NH$_3$ was used, such that the CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ reaction is in the pseudo first-order regime. Contributions remain from the fast self-reaction of the Criegee intermediate, hence the decay of CH$_2$OO in the presence of NH$_3$ exhibited simultaneous first and second order behaviour. The CRDS measurements were therefore fitted using an integrated rate expression:

\[
\Delta k(t) = \frac{k_p - k_p e^{k_p t}}{k_p - k_p e^{k_p t} - k_p (2L/cd)^{1/3} + k_p (2L/cd)^{1/3} e^{k_p t}}
\]

where $\Delta k(t)$ is the change in the ring-down rate caused by the photolysis laser at different time delays, $t$, between the photolysis and probe lasers, $k_p$ accounts for the pseudo first-order loss rate coefficient for bimolecular reaction of the Criegee intermediate with excess ammonia (R1) and thermal decomposition, $L = 106$ cm is the ring-down cavity length, $d = 7.6$ cm is the laser overlap length, $k' = k_{obs}/\sigma_{355nm}$ is the effective second-order self-reaction loss rate coefficient of the Criegee intermediate scaled by its absorption cross section at 355 nm.
the probe laser wavelength, and $c$ is the speed of light. A
detailed derivation of equation (E1) is provided elsewhere.\textsuperscript{11} At
each experimental temperature and pressure, kinetic fitting
was performed for Criegee intermediate decay traces obtained
in the absence of co-reactants by varying the parameters $k'\Delta k$
($t_0$) and $k_p$ (to allow for unimolecular decomposition). The $k'$
value thus obtained was constrained in the kinetic fits to obtain
$k_p$ values from Criegee intermediate decay traces obtained in
the presence of excess co-reactant at the same temperature
and pressure. The slope of a linear fit to the variation of $k_p$ with
co-reactant NH$_3$ concentration shown in the inset of Figure 1
gives the rate coefficient for the bimolecular reaction (R1). The
intercept of the linear fit is a sum of contributions from the
Criegee intermediate unimolecular loss and reactions with
other species like peroxy radicals and iodine atom in the flow
reactor.\textsuperscript{11}

The rate coefficients $k_1$ and $k_2$ for the reactions of CH$_2$OO with
NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$ were measured as a function of total pressure,
as shown in Figure 2. The total pressure in the reactor was
raised by increasing the flow of N$_2$ bath gas. Both $k_1$ and $k_2$
values were found to be independent of pressure within the 10
to 100 Torr range, and an average value with 2σ uncertainty
provides the best estimates of $k_1 = (8.4 \pm 1.2) \times 10^{-14}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$
and $k_2 = (5.6 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{-12}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ at 293 K. The former value is in
good agreement with a recent report of $k_1 = (8.1 \pm 1.0) \times 10^{-14}$
 cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ at 100 Torr and 298 K by Yang and co-workers using a
direct UV absorption spectroscopy method.\textsuperscript{47} Figure S2 of the
Supplementary Information shows the decay traces of
(CH$_3$)$_2$COO in the presence of various concentrations of NH$_3$, and
Figure S3 shows the pseudo first order rate coefficients
obtained from these traces. These measured rate coefficients
are of similar magnitude to the unimolecular decay rate
coefficient of (CH$_3$)$_2$COO. Thus, only an upper limit of $k_3 \leq 2.7 \times$
$10^{-15}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ can be estimated. Figure 3 shows the $k_1$ and $k_2$
values obtained in the 240 to 320 K temperature range. The
$k_3(T)$ values measured at 10 and 50 Torr total pressures are in
good agreement, further confirming the weak pressure
dependence of these reactions over the range studied. The
$k_3(p,T)$ and $k_2(p,T)$ values are provided in the Tables S1 and S2
in the supplementary information.
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the rate coefficients for the reactions of: a) CH₂OO + NH₃ (k₁); and b) CH₂OO + CH₃NH₂ (k₂). The k₁ values were obtained at a total pressure of 10 Torr, whereas k₂ values were measured at total pressures of 10 and 50 Torr (see inset key). The black solid lines show fits obtained using equation (E3), derived assuming the steady state approximation. The green dashed and solid lines show fits obtained using a master equation treatment with \textit{ab initio} and adjusted barrier heights (see main text). The master equation fits are from 10 Torr simulations, although negligible pressure dependence is observed in the experimental data.

3.2. Product Characterisation: Complementary experiments were performed using MPIMS at the ALS for reactions of CH₂OO with NH₃ and CH₃NH₂. CH₂OO decay traces were measured at a photoionization energy of 10.5 eV, in the presence of either CH₃NH₂ or NH₃ as shown in Figure S4 to obtain bimolecular reaction rate coefficients. For the CH₂OO + NH₃ reaction, the signal-to-noise levels were insufficient for reliable kinetic analysis. Figure S5 shows the bimolecular plot for dependence of CH₂OO decay rate coefficients on CH₃NH₂ concentration. A bimolecular rate coefficient value of (4.3 ± 0.5) × 10⁻¹² cm³ s⁻¹ is obtained at 298 K and 4 Torr He, in good agreement with the CRDS measurement of (4.4 ± 0.7) × 10⁻¹² cm³ s⁻¹ at 297.5 K and 10 Torr N₂. This comparison indicates that the absorbance of the product at the probe wavelength makes a relatively small contribution to the kinetic decay profiles obtained using CRDS. For both NH₃ and CH₃NH₂ reactions, products were not observed at the parent mass of the functionalized organic hydroperoxides. However, daughter ions were observed at exact masses consistent with fragment ions produced via loss of HO₂, H₂O and NH₂ from the hydroperoxide product. Dissociative ionization of organic hydroperoxides has previously been observed for the products of Criegee Intermediate reactions with organic acids.⁸ For the CH₃OO + NH₃ reaction (Figure S4), signal at m/z 47 (CH₃OOH⁺) is observed, which is consistent with the fragment ions observed from functionalized organic hydroperoxides formed via Criegee Intermediate + organic acid reactions. For the CH₃NH₂ reaction, the formation rates of the CH₃OH, H₂O and NH₃ fragments at m/z 44, 953 ± 124 s⁻¹, and m/z 59, 804 ± 195 s⁻¹, agree with the loss rate of m/z 46, 782 ± 78 s⁻¹ (Figure 4, inset). The m/z 46 is assigned to Criegee intermediate CH₃OO based on previous observations.⁸,²² The amplitudes of the m/z 44 (Figure S6a) and m/z 59 (Figure S6b) fragments are observed to scale with increasing CH₃NH₂ concentration and are not observed in the absence of CH₃NH₂. Figure 4 shows the photoionization spectra for m/z 46, 44 and 59 cations, obtained by integrating the kinetic time profiles in the 9.5 to 11.5 eV energy range and the appearance energies are provided in Table 1. The m/z 46 cation signal is significantly lower than the other two cations because of its rapid reactive loss. The appearance energy for the m/z 44 cation was estimated by linear extrapolation of the ion signal in the 9.5 to 10 eV range.
proposed hydroperoxide product to its cation (the adiabatic ionization energy) is lower than the observed appearance energies of the m/z 44 and 59 cations, consistent with fragmentation of the hydroperoxide cation. The appearance energies were also calculated for various fragmentation processes by taking the energy difference between the transition state for the cation fragmentation and the neutral adduct, and are in good agreement with the observed appearance energy values. The appearance energy of the m/z 44 cation is consistent with fragmentation of the hydroperoxide cation to HO₂ and a CH₃N(H)CH₂⁺ cation, while the appearance energy of the m/z 59 cation conforms with fragmentation of the hydroperoxide cation to H₂O and CH₃N(H)CHO⁺ cation. The transition states for fragmentation of the hydroperoxide cation were optimized and verified to have one imaginary frequency. Intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations were also performed for the two fragmentation processes at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory, and the results are shown in Figure 5. The fragmentation process to mass 59 is exothermic with a calculated excess energy of ~3.5 eV, whereas the fragmentation to mass 44 is nearly isoenergetic, with a calculated excess energy of ~0.2 eV. Overall, the MPIMS observations are consistent with production of a functionalized organic hydroperoxide adduct CH₃N(H)CH₂OOH from the CH₂OO + CH₃NH₂ reaction.

3.3. Macroscopic Steady State Kinetic Modelling: As Figure 3 shows, the k₁ values increase with a decrease in temperature, which is consistent with the computed formation of a pre-reactive complex leading to a TS for insertion of the CH₂OO into an N-H bond. For the purpose of a steady-state kinetic analysis, we model the reaction using the following scheme with reversible complex formation:

\[
\text{CH}_2\text{OO} + \text{NH}_3 \leftrightarrow \text{Complex (R4)}
\]

\[
\text{Complex} \rightarrow \text{Product (R5)}
\]

The predicted temperature dependence of the overall reaction rate coefficient (k_r), obtained by applying the steady-state approximation to the concentration of the pre-reactive complex, is given by:

\[
k_r = k_4 \frac{k_5}{k_4} = K_{eq}k_5
\]

Using statistical thermodynamics and TST, equation E2 can be approximated as:

\[
k_r = A \frac{k_B}{R} \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H}{RT} \right)
\]

Here, A and ΔH are treated as temperature-independent, and are given by:

\[
A = \frac{R' k_B}{N_A h} \exp \left( \frac{\Delta S_4 + \Delta S_5}{R} \right)
\]

\[
\Delta H = \Delta H_4 + \Delta H_5
\]

In Equations (E3 – E5), R' and R denote the molar gas constant in different units (R' = 82.1 cm³ atm mol⁻¹ K⁻¹ and R = 8.31 J mol⁻¹ K⁻¹), N_A is the Avogadro constant, k_B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. ∆S_4 and ∆H_5 are the entropy and enthalpy changes for activation of the pre-reactive complex to the TS for product formation via reaction (R5), ∆S_4 and ∆H_4 are the changes in entropy and enthalpy for the complexation step, (R4). A derivation of equation (E3) is provided in our previous study. Figure 3 includes fits to the experimental k_r(T) and k_r(T) values obtained with equation (E3). The quality of both fits is good, with adjusted R² values greater than 0.8, and Table 2 summarizes the values of the parameters obtained. The derived ∆H values are negative for both reactions, showing that the reactions have a submerged barrier with a barrier height that decreases with methyl substitution on the ammonia. The ∆S_4 value for formation of a cyclic TS from
the pre-reactive complex is expected to be smaller than the $\Delta S_4$ value for complexation of two separated species. Thus, the negative values obtained for both reactions $\Delta S = \Delta S_4 + \Delta S_5$ values indicate the loss in entropy from complexation.

Table 2: Values of the parameters A, $\Delta S$, and $\Delta H$ obtained from the fits to Equation (E3) shown in Figure 3. The fit parameters are defined in the main text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>A (cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ K$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S$ (J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta H$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$</td>
<td>(3.1 ± 0.5) $\times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>$-152^{+8}_{-7}$</td>
<td>-8.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$</td>
<td>(5 ± 2) $\times 10^{-19}$</td>
<td>$-129^{+8}_{-7}$</td>
<td>-11.5 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Reaction Pathway Calculations: The CCSD(T)(F12*) reaction profiles for CH$_2$OO with NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$ are displayed in Figure 6. In both cases, there is a shallow potential energy minimum corresponding to a pre-reactive, hydrogen-bonded complex of the amine at the external oxygen site, with the H-bond partially disrupting the $\pi$-system. For CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$ the computed barrier to subsequent reaction is submerged, at -20.7 kJ mol$^{-1}$, in qualitative agreement with an experimentally derived activation barrier of -11.5 kJ mol$^{-1}$ obtained using steady-state kinetic analysis (see Section 3.3). For the CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ reaction, the situation is more complicated. Although our basis-set-limit CCSD(T) barrier is submerged, at -2.7 kJ mol$^{-1}$, applying the higher-order corrections computed by Schaefer and co-workers raises our calculated barrier to +1.1 kJ mol$^{-1}$ above the reactants.$^{36}$ Using their computed barrier of +1.8 kJ mol$^{-1}$, transition state theory (TST) and the steady-state approximation, Schaefer and co-workers predicted a rate coefficient at 298 K of $k_1 = 5.36 \times 10^{-14}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$, which is a factor of two smaller than our experimental value. Accounting for the missing anharmonic contributions to the zero-point energy would likely submerge the barrier, which would increase the predicted rate coefficient. The application of canonical TST assumes the pre-reaction complex to be in a steady state and thermalized, and these assumptions are explored here. The calculated energy values for CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ and CH$_2$OO + CH$_3$NH$_2$ reactions are provided in the Tables S3 and S4 in the supplementary information.

3.5. Master Equation Kinetic Modelling: A micro-canonical description of the kinetics in the form of the master equation (ME) goes beyond the steady-state approximation and does not assume that the pre-reactive complex is stabilised with a thermalized energy distribution. This ME treatment allows us to examine the applicability of the steady-state treatment coupled with the canonical treatment used by Misiewicz et al. and Jørgensen et al. for the CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ reaction.$^{15, 36}$ We used rigid rotor and harmonic energy levels provided by basis-set-limit CCSD(T) theory, but adjusted the barrier to fit the experimental rate coefficients. The top panel of Figure 3 compares the experimental, theoretical (with ab initio barrier) and barrier-adjusted theoretical rate coefficients for the CH$_2$OO + NH$_3$ system and displays good agreement. The fitted barrier was determined to be -2.1 ± 0.1 kJ mol$^{-1}$, within the anticipated error bar of both the current high-level calculations and the previous work of Misiewicz et al. The quoted uncertainty is the
distribution for the same complex. These simulations demonstrate that, despite being submerged, this TS structure is still sufficiently tight to form a kinetic bottleneck. The fitting calculations return an energy of -22.4 ± 0.2 kJ mol⁻¹ with respect to the reactants. A comparison between computed and experimental rate coefficients is shown in Figure 3(b), and again displays good agreement. The fitted values for CH₃OO + NH₃ and CH₃OO + CH₃NH₂ reactions are provided in Tables S5 and S6 in the supplementary information.

From the ME simulations, it was also possible to test the steady state assumption used by Misiewicz et al. and Jørgensen et al. The MESMER calculations track the time evolution of each energy grain in the reactive system, from which the distribution of internal energies in the pre-reaction complex may be obtained at any point in the reaction. In both systems studied here, a steady distribution of energies is established on the 10⁻⁶ s timescale or faster, and Figure 7 compares these steady distributions to the Boltzmann distribution. From this figure it is evident that the complex cannot be considered thermalized and the factors affecting the shape of the distributions are as follows. For both systems, the pre-reaction complex is formed via reaction R4 and then rapidly dissociates back to reactants (R-4) reaching a microcanonical equilibrium between reactants and complex. This equilibrium strongly favours the reactants such that at any given time the complex population will be many orders of magnitude lower than that of the reactants. This transient complex population may then undergo collisional activation or deactivation (k₄) or react to products (R5). In the CH₃OO + CH₃NH₂ reaction, energy transfer is negligible relative to reaction (R5) because of the low reaction barrier, as shown in Figure 6(b). Thus, at any given time the energy distribution in the transient complex population is unperturbed from the nascent energy distribution in the pre-reaction complex as seen in Figure 7(b).

In the case of the CH₃OO + NH₃ reaction, the transition state for reaction (R5) is close to the reactant energy, as shown in Figure 6, which results in a much slower microcanonical rate coefficient compared to the CH₃OO + CH₃NH₂ reaction. Competitive collisional stabilization thus occurs for some fraction of the transient pre-reactive complex. Figure 8 presents a schematic representation of the competition between collisional stabilization and reaction, in which different regions of behaviour are identified. The complex initially forms with a nascent energy distribution closely related to that of the reactants (Region 1). If the complex is stabilised to energies below that of the reactants (region 2), the microcanonical rate coefficients k(E) for reactions (R4) and (R-4) become zero, whereas k(E) values for R5 remain large because of the submerged TS. Thus, the loss of the complex by R5 is efficient, but the population is only replenished by rare collisional deactivation from higher energies, leading to a lower steady-state concentration in this energy region compared to the higher energy region. Finally, some fraction of the complex in region 3 (Figure 8) is stabilised further due to the predominance of collision events, forming a second Boltzmann-like peak in population at low energies. All these competing processes rapidly form the bimodal distribution of energies in the pre-reaction complex population for the CH₃OO + NH₃ reaction, as is shown in Figure 7(a).

Figure 7: Steady state energy distributions (black lines) for the pre-reaction complex for: a) the CH₃OO + NH₃; and b) the CH₃OO + CH₃NH₂ reactions, taken from the master-equation (ME) simulations. In both cases these distributions are taken after 0.1s reaction time and are compared with the Boltzmann distribution (red line) for the same complex. These simulations were performed at 293 K and 10 Torr of N₂ bath gas. The vertical green lines show the binding energies of the pre-reaction complexes.

Figure 8: Schematic diagram showing the competing complexation and reactive processes involved in the CH₃OO + NH₃ and CH₃OO + CH₃NH₂ reactions. Three regions are classified based on the rate coefficient magnitudes for these processes, and are described in the text.

The ME analysis shows that there are two main assumptions in the macroscopic steady-state kinetic modelling which are of questionable validity: (1) the steady state approach uses high pressure limiting rate coefficients, but the ME analysis shows k₄, k₅ and k₆ to be well into the fall-off curve; (2) the ME
The ME simulations allow a rationalization of the negative treatment. reactions (R1) and (R2). For reaction (R2), the ME distributions compared to the ill-defined. Hence, the macroscopic rate coefficients originating from the complex are non-Boltzmann, as shown in Figure 7, and thus macrocanonically treatment is necessary. Tables S5 and S6 compare rate coefficient values obtained from the full ME treatment, \( k_{\text{ME}} \), and from the steady state approximation coupled with canonical rate coefficients, \( k_{\text{CAN}} \). The canonical rate coefficients for the reactions (R4), (R-4) and (R5) were obtained from the optimized master equation model using MESMER. The \( k_{\text{CAN}} \) values were found to be significantly higher than \( k_{\text{ME}} \) value for the \( \text{CH}_3\text{OO} + \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 \) reaction as the \( k_4 \) and \( k_5 \) values are of similar magnitude and the canonical steady state approximation is not valid. For the \( \text{CH}_3\text{OO} + \text{NH}_3 \) reaction, the \( k_{\text{CAN}} \) value is much closer but still systematically higher compared to the \( k_{\text{ME}} \) values, supporting the need for a full ME treatment.

The ME simulations allow a rationalization of the negative temperature dependence observed in the rate coefficients for reactions (R1) and (R2). For reaction (R2), the ME distributions show that the reaction is prompt, with little or no stabilisation of the complex prior to product formation. If stabilisation of the complex is discounted, then the overall reaction rate is controlled by the competition between reactions (R-4) and (R5). Microcanonically (since the complex is non-Boltzmann), \( k_4(E) \) is found to reduce more rapidly with lower energies than \( k_5(E) \) because of the submerged TS. Therefore, as the temperature decreases and the peak of the prompt energy distribution in the complex shifts to lower energies, the competition between reactions (R-4) and (R5) increasingly favours (R5). These same arguments also apply to reaction (R1), along with partial stabilisation of the complex. Analogous behaviour has been described in detail previously.48, 49

Our simulations confirm that the reactions of \( \text{CH}_3\text{OO} \) with \( \text{NH}_3 \) and \( \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 \) proceed via a pre-reactive complex with a submerged (or near energy neutral) barrier to product formation, leading to negative temperature dependence of the rate coefficient. The master-equation analysis also supports the experimental measurements in demonstrating that there is little pressure dependence to the observed rate coefficients under the conditions used here. The ME analysis provides a detailed description of the system, combining high level quantum chemistry calculations with experimental measurements. In contrast, the macroscopic steady state kinetic analysis provides a semi-empirical description of the reaction system with simple analytical expressions for the temperature dependence of the rate coefficients. For the slower reaction of \( \text{(CH}_3\text{)}_2\text{COO} \) with \( \text{NH}_3 \), the prediction by Jørgensen and Gross of \( k_3 = 5.1 \times 10^{-14} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1} \), made using the G3 method for electronic structures and TST for the kinetics, is consistent with our upper-limit estimate.35

### 4. Atmospheric Implications

The main gas-phase chemical sinks for \( \text{NH}_3 \) and \( \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 \) in the troposphere are their reactions with \( \text{OH} \) radicals, with respective rate coefficients of \( 1.6 \times 10^{-13} \) and \( 1.7 \times 10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1} \) at 298 K.\textsuperscript{50, 51} In comparison, the rate coefficients for the \( \text{CH}_3\text{OO} \) reactions with \( \text{NH}_3 \) and \( \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 \) at 293 K are \( k_1 = 8 \times 10^{-14} \) and \( k_2 = 5.6 \times 10^{-12} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1} \), respectively. The rate coefficient \( k_3 \leq 2.7 \times 10^{-15} \text{ cm}^3 \text{s}^{-1} \) for the reaction of \( \text{(CH}_3\text{)}_2\text{COO} \) with \( \text{NH}_3 \) is significantly smaller than that for \( \text{CH}_3\text{OO} \). The daytime OH radical steady state concentration is \( \sim 10^6 \) molecule cm\(^{-3} \), which is greater than the highest predicted Criegee intermediate steady state tropospheric concentration of \( \sim 10^5 \) cm\(^{-3} \) in the forested equatorial regions.\textsuperscript{5, 21, 53} Thus, considering the balance of concentrations and rate coefficients, the reactions of \( \text{NH}_3 \) and \( \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 \) with \( \text{OH} \) radicals should significantly outweigh those with Criegee intermediates in the troposphere as summarized in Table 3. In this analysis, all the Criegee intermediates were assumed to react with the same rate coefficient as \( \text{CH}_3\text{OO} \), which is likely to be an overestimate because methyl substitution of the simplest Criegee intermediate significantly reduces its reaction rate coefficient with \( \text{NH}_3 \).

Table 3: Comparison of tropospheric loss processes for \( \text{NH}_3 \) and \( \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \tau_{\text{OH}} ) (days)</th>
<th>( \tau_{\text{CH}} ) (days)</th>
<th>( \tau_{\text{CI}}/\tau_{\text{OH}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{NH}_3 )</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1447</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 )</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reactions of Criegee intermediates with \( \text{NH}_3 \) and \( \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 \) proceed with pre-reactive complex formation and through a five-membered cyclic transition state in which the terminal oxygen and carbonyl carbon of the Criegee intermediate approach the hydrogen and nitrogen of the \( \text{NH}_3 \) or \( \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 \), respectively, to produce functionalized organic hydroperoxides. Reactions of Criegee intermediate with \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \),\textsuperscript{52, 54, 515} \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \),\textsuperscript{56} and \( \text{CH}_3\text{OH} \)\textsuperscript{17} have been shown to proceed in a similar fashion. Figure 9 compares the rate coefficients of these reactions to the energies required to break the X-H bonds (X= S, O, N) in various co-reactants (H-SH, H-OCH\(_2\text{COO}\), H-NH\(_2\), H-OH). The adjusted \( R^2 \) value for a linear fit is greater than 0.96, suggesting that these reactions have similar kinetic bottlenecks. Reactions of Criegee intermediates with carboxylic acids and nitric acid have also been shown to produce functionalized organic hydroperoxides.\textsuperscript{8, 26} However, the transition states are significantly stabilised by formation of a seven-member cyclic structure which results in rate coefficient values in the range of \( 10^{-10} \) cm\(^3 \) s\(^{-1} \), limited by the initial capture process. The five-membered cyclic transition states involved in Criegee intermediate reactions with \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) are modified by the presence of another \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) molecule to a seven-membered cyclic structure, similar to the acid reaction, which results in an almost four orders of magnitude increase in the rate coefficient.\textsuperscript{55} Recently, the reaction of \( \text{syn-CH}_3\text{CHOH} \) with \( \text{CH}_3\text{OH} \) has been shown to be enhanced by up to a factor of 3 in the presence of a single water molecule because of similar stabilisation of the transition
state. The presence of H₂O may therefore stabilize the transition states involved in the reactions of Criegee intermediates with NH₃ and CH₃NH₂ resulting in larger rate coefficients under atmospheric conditions. The full atmospheric implications of these reactions will then depend on the propensities of atmospheric ammonia and amines to complex with water.

Figure 9: The dependence of rate coefficients for various reactions of CH₃O₂ Criegee intermediate on the bond dissociation energies for the labile hydrogen of the co-reactants. The rate coefficient for CH₃O₂ + CH₃OH was obtained by averaging the values reported by McGillen et al.⁹ and Tadayon et al.⁷ The rate coefficient for CH₃O₂ + H₂O was obtained by averaging the values reported by Berndt et al.¹² and Sheps et al.¹⁵ The bond dissociation energies were obtained from Ref ⁵⁹. The red line is a linear fit without error weighting.

6. Conclusions

Bimolecular rate coefficients for the reactive removal of CH₃O₂ by NH₃ and CH₃NH₂, and of (CH₃)₂COO by NH₃ are reported for a range of temperatures (240 – 320 K) and pressures (10 – 100 Torr). The 293 K rate coefficient for the CH₃O₂ + NH₃ reaction lies between, and is in reasonable agreement with, two prior theoretical predictions.⁵⁵, ³⁶ The CH₃O₂ + CH₃NH₂ reaction is shown to produce CH₃N(H)CH₂OOH, a functionalized organic hydroperoxide. The observed pressure and temperature dependences are accounted for by a reaction mechanism, validated by master equation kinetic modelling, in which formation of a weakly bound pre-reaction complex of the Criegee intermediate and ammonia or methylamine precedes H-atom transfer via a tight transition state. In the CH₃O₂ + NH₃ and CH₃O₂ + CH₃NH₂ reactions, this activation barrier is deduced to lie lower in energy than the separated reactants. The different heights of the activation barriers control the overall reaction rate coefficients, with the CH₃O₂ + CH₃NH₂ reaction being the fastest of the three studied. None of the reactions are considered fast enough to compete with OH radical initiated removal of NH₃ and CH₃NH₂ in the Earth’s troposphere, unless the rates are significantly enhanced by complexation with water.
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